The NeuroDevNet Neuroinformatics Core.
The field of neuroinformatics has expanded dramatically during the past decade building on the development of new technologies in brain research as well as in computing. The activities are diverse, from data management and standardization that has become essential due to the large amount of data generated and the needs to share it, to the development of sophisticated software necessary for the analyses and visualization of such data. NeuroDevNet is a Canadian initiative, funded by the Networks of Centres of Excellence, devoted to the study of brain development with the goal to translate this knowledge into improved diagnosis, prevention and treatment of neurodevelopmental disorders. The NeuroDevNet Neuroinformatics Core is dedicated to helping researchers across the network with their data management, standardization and sharing, as well as to implement innovative solutions to facilitate their research. It is an essential component to NeuroDevNet, enabling active collaboration across the country and optimizing this unique endeavor.